OVERVIEW

Kubernetes AI Day Europe 2021 was held virtually on Tuesday, May 4, 2021 on the MeetingPlay platform. Speakers answered live questions and interacted with attendees via the Event Platform and in Slack. Kubernetes AI Day convened developers, executives, and engineering leaders for 10 sessions focusing on Kubernetes as a common substrate for AI, running workloads either in the cloud or in a Kubernetes data center, and scalability.

TWEETS

Salman Iqbal @SalmanIqbal - May 5
I spoke at 1st Kubernetes AI Day @KubeCon #K8sAIday
Check out the thread on the summary of the talk: Scaling Machine Learning Pipelines with Kale

Saim Sadoor @cloudnativeboy - May 5
@SalmanIqbal has this awesome ability to explain these complex concepts in such a way it’s fun to watch, easy to understand, and easier to grasp.
I don’t want to miss it 😍 #K8sAI because of Salman.

Torsten Volk @TorstenVolk - May 4
#K8sAI #K8sAIday at KubeCon 2021 ➔ pipeline automation, ML pipelines for DevOps, Deep Learning on Kubernetes, dev 2 management, reproducibility, etc. Very cool topics at Kubernetes AI Day @CloudNativeCon @aim_research @buffybugsva

Chris Anissizky @cro - Mar 17
Excited to see the schedule published for the FIRST Kubernetes AI Day at KubeCon #cloudnativecon events.linuxfoundation.org/kubernetes-ai... #K8sAI
ATTENDEE DEMOGRAPHICS

Total Registration: 591
Attendees 99% | Speakers 1%

COUNTRY

Kubernetes AI Day Europe 2021 attracted attendees from all over the world, with the highest concentration coming from:

- 27% United States of America
- 14% India
- 11% Germany
- 7% United Kingdom
- 4% Canada
- 4% Netherlands

GENDER

- 66% Men
- 24% Preferred Not to Answer
- 9% Women
- <1% Non-binary

ATTENDEE JOB FUNCTION

- 25% Developers
- 23% DevOps/SRE/Sysadmin
- 22% Architect
- 8% Student
- 4% Executive
- 4% Product Manager
- 4% Professor/Academic
- 2% IT Operations
- 2% Sales and Marketing
- <1% Business Operations
- 6% Other

SPONSORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Relic</th>
<th>Diamond Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run:AI</td>
<td>Diamond Sponsor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrikto</td>
<td>Gold + Session Recording Sponsor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SURVEY RESULTS

- Overall Experience Rating: 4.1/5
- Most influential session: Scaling ML pipelines with KALE — the Kubeflow Automated Pipeline Engine - Salman Iqbal, Learnk8s
- Session content matched abstract: 4.3/5
- Length of sessions: Just Right
- What types of content delivery would you like to see at future events?: Workshops, Trainings, Lightning Talks
- What is the primary reason you attended the event?: For sessions/education

WATCH SESSIONS ON DEMAND